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Abstract 
Since the condition of service and the public perception of the teaching occupation 
has made it a job that people run away from, this study investigated among 
others, the factors which motivated 415 first year students to come into a college 
of education to study. Analysis of their responses to the questionnaire 
administered on them reveals the three leading factors as: failure to secure 
admission to read their choice course; their believe that teaching offers them ample 
time to do other businesses; and their love for working with children. Other findings 
are that 65.06% of the teacher trainees hope to leave teaching in future; more 
females than males like to remain in leaching; and more of the trainees in the areas of 
vocational and technical education, science and languages hope to leave teaching. 
Also, financial, legal and Para-military professions ranked among the first three 
professions they would want to go into. Apart from recommending a general 
improvement in teachers' working conditions, some counselling implications of the 
findings were discussed. 

Introduction 
Teaching is not only the world's oldest profession but also the most important of them all. This is 

because, it is the teacher who produce other professionals such as the lawyer, architect, engineer, 
physician, accountant, pilot, to mention only a few. It can safely be said therefore, that without teaching, 
there will be no other professionals. As important as teaching is, not many people in Nigeria want to choose it 
as a career. Yusuf and Okotete (1998), attribute this to the poor condition of service and poor public 
perception of the teaching occupation. Of those who go into it, Ehiozuwa (2005), asserts that most of them 
merely use it as a springboard to a more dignified, honourable, prestigious and lucrative profession. 
Obanya (1982), and Popoola (1991), also expressed this sentiment. 

The reason for the apathy and aversion for teaching profession is best understood from Blakemore 
and Cooksey's (1980), conclusion that teachers are today regarded with mixed feelings: respect is mixed with 
ridicule, fear with affection, and admiration with content They stated further that the situation of teachers 
had, for several years, been degrading leading to loss of morale and dignity. They itemized the issues 
leading to the loss of teachers' dignity as follows; 
1. Teachers as agents of change and challenge should have been provided with enough and up- 

to-date instructional materials to work with. Unfortunately, most of these essentials are 
inadequate. Most of the items recommended for the implementation of the National Policy on 
Education are hardly available. 

2. Conducive atmosphere is a contributory factor to effective teaching and purposeful learning. 
Today, classroom and office accommodations are grossly inadequate. The classrooms or 
lecture halls are devoid of furniture. Teachers and their pupils/students are miserably 
conditioned under trees for rains to drench. Teachers' offices are not only congested but often 
lack basic furniture and equipment to facilitate their work. 

3. Teachers are not regularly paid their salaries and other fringe benefits; hence most of their 
.financial  benefits are in arrears.  Other emoluments are completely denied them. ,The 
government wrongly assumes that teachers' needs are not a priority even though they clearly 
lower pedagogical standard in schools. 

4. Teachers in primary and secondary schools specifically are indiscriminately and incessantly 
transferred from "North Pole" to "South Pole". They are often victims of poor management of 
schools. 

5        Most teachers suffer promotion stagnation. Even when promotions are made, effecting     of 
payments accruing to them becomes problematic.          

6.   Teachers are often ridiculed before their pupils/students and parents. Today, they are 
rudely taken to police station or court over trivial matters in the school. They are made to loci: 
haggard crestfallen and dejected. 

7. Teachers are highly exploited and victimized by their super-ordinates. 
8. The teaching profession is governed by favouritism and sentiments. Terminologies of  jargons such 

as godfatherism,  godmotherism, and classmatism have recently emerged and are usec 
with reckless abandon. Clandestinely, they are used to effect changes that are incongruous 
with the norms of teacher education. These further lower the image of teaching. 

9. On a general note, there is demoralization of teachers' morale virtually everywhere. 



Agreeing with the above conclusions, Shika (1998), opines that these issues are relevant - 
not only primary and secondary schools but also Colleges of education, polytechnics and universities 
across the nation. He emphasized that it is thus easy to appreciate the pertinent reasons v.-prospective 
students shun teacher Colleges. 

Isyaku (2006, report that the Joint Admission and Matriculation Board (JAMB), which conducts 
entrance examinations into tertiary institution in Nigeria and the National Council on Education (the 
highest decision making body on education in the country), have expressed concern over the dearth of 
applicants into teacher education, particularly at the NCE level. He added that perturbed by the dwindling 
applicants into Colleges of Education, the National Commission for Colleges of Education conducted a 
research on the" Dearth of Applicants into Colleges of Education and found that the teaching profession 
was becoming increasingly unpopular among candidates applying for admission into tertiary institutions. 
Some of the reasons identified for this aversion include the issue of irregular payment of teachers' salaries, 
low public image of the teacher, lack c: incentives for teachers, and teachers' low social status. 

In the same vein, Adeyanju (2006), observed that the teacher education is not an attractive option for 
the best candidates entering the university. Citing statistics on the 2005 UME applications, which he 
obtained from The Punch of Friday October 14, 2005, he noted that education was valued second to the last 
course one would like to read at the university. Out of 913,862 candidates who sat for the exam, 23,596 
candidates representing 2.58% chose education, thereby placing it only above agriculture chosen by 7,246 
(0.79%) candidates. He attributed the reason why people don't want to make teaching a career to lack of 
financial rewards and sufficient social respectability. 

It is in the light of the foregoing that this writer undertook a study to find out the reason(s) why 
first year teacher trainees enrolled in Federal College of Education Zaria, to do the NCE programme. The 
intention is to discover whether the teacher trainees entered into the college with the right motives and fully 
aware of what the teaching job they are being trained for entail. 

Research Questions 
The following research questions were formulated to guide the conduct of the study: 

1. What is the most important reason that made you (student) to come and train in the College as 
teacher? 

2. How many of you (trainees) hope to change or remain in teaching profession? 
3. What is the percentage of male or female trainees who hope to change or remain in teaching 

profession in future? 
4. What percentages of trainees who hope to change or remain in teaching profession are in the 

various disciplines? 
5. Which profession do the trainees who hope to leave the teaching profession want to go into? 

Methodology 
Subjects 

Population 
The population of this study is the 4,011 NCE I students of the Federal College of Education, Zaria 

for 2000/2001 academic year as contained in that year's admission list.  
  



Sample 
Four hundred and fifteen (415) students out of the population who were selected by means of stratified 

random sampling were used for the study. The number is representative enough of the population in view of 
Roscoe's (1981), assertion that a sample often percent (10%) of the population is quite adequate for a 
behavioural research such as this. 

The subjects are made up of 183 (44.10%) males and 232 (55.90%) females; all of which are in the 
age range of 18 to 37 years. Discipline wise, 85 (20.48%) are in the areas of vocational and technical 
education, 76 (18.31%) in the field of science; 95(22.89%) are studying languages; while 159(38.32%) are 
majoring in arts and social sciences. 

Instrumentation 
A ten-item questionnaire called Motivation for Teaching Occupation Preference Questionnaire, 

which the researcher developed, was used for data collection. The first five items in the questionnaire sought 
information on the bio-data of the respondent. The remaining five items sought information on such other 
issues as why the respondent chose to read education, whether he hopes to remain or change profession later, 
the profession he wants to go into, and the reason he wants to go into the preferred profession. Some of the 
items were dichotomously scored while the others required the respondent to choose from among alternative 
reasons. After construction, the researcher gave the questionnaire to two of his colleagues who helped to face 
validate it. The split-half reliability estimate of the questionnaire is 0.73. 

Data Collection 
.The researcher and three lecturers (research assistants) gave copies of the questionnaire to students in 

their lecture rooms. A total of 450 copies were given out and returned, but the 35 copies 
that were improperly filled were not used for the study. 

Data Analysis 
The responses of the subjects were tallied on a frequency table and the percentage of the respondents 

that indicated a particular option was calculated for purposes of making inferences 

Results 
The results obtained in respect of each research question are presented below: Question 1: What is 
(he most important reason that made you (student) to come and train in the college as teacher? 

Table 1: Students' Reasons for Training as Teacher 
S/N Reason for training as teacher No              

of trainees 
Percentage 
(%) 

Rank 

1 Teachers are well paid 33 7.95 -ydl 

2 Teachers are highly respected 39 9.40 6th 
3 Teachers have time enough for other 

businesses 
63 15.18 ~nd 

4 Teachers    enjoy    good    condition    
of service. 

20 4.82 ntll 
5 

5 Teaching is less hazardous compared to 
other professions. 

14 3.37 10th 

6 There is a lot of job security in teaching. 19 4.58 9'ii 
7 1 love working with children 46 11.08 oTll 
8 Teachers   have   a   lot   of 

employment opportunities. 
40 9.64 5th 

9 My sponsor influenced me to train as  
teacher. 

45 10.84 4th 

10 •I  did  not gain  admission  to  read 
the course i want. 

96 25.13 1st 

 Total 415 100.00  

 
  



As could be seen in the table above, reason serial number 10,1 did not gain admission to read the 
course I want, was said by 96 (25.13%) teacher trainees to be responsible for their coming to College. This 
makes number 10 the first reason why the trainees chose to come to the College. T next most frequently 
indicated reason by the trainees for coming to the College is number 3, Teacher have time enough for other 
businesses. This is followed by reason number 7, / love working children. The three least frequently 
indicated reasons that made the trainees to come to the College reason serial number 5, 6 and 4. 

Question 2: How many of the trainees hope to change from or remain in teaching 
profession in future? 

 Table 2: Subjects Who desire to change to change From or Remain in Teaching Profession. 
Decision No of Subjects Percentage (%) 
Remain 137 33.01 
Change 270 65.06 
Undecided 08 1.93 
Total 415 J 00.00 

It is evident from the above table that only 137(33.01%) trainees hope to remain in the teaching 
profession in the future. While 270(65.06%) hopes to change from it and go into other professions. 
8(1.93%) were undecided. This result is eongruent with Shika's (1998), assertion and Isyaku's (2006), report. 

Question 3: What is the percentage of male or female trainees who hope to change or remain ir. teaching 
profession in future? 

Table 3: Sex of Trainees who Hopes to Change or Remain In Teaching Profession 
 Desire (Number & Percentage) 
Sex Remain Change Undecided 
Male 43(23.50%)              132(72.32%) 8(4.37%) 
Female 94(40.52%)   M38(59i48%) 0(0.00%) 
Total 137(33.01%)       270(65.06%)  8(1.93%) 

Table 3 above shows, mat 43 (23.50%), 132(72.13%) and 8(4.37%) of male trainees hope to remain 
in, change from and undecided respectively about the profession they are training for. On the other hand, no 
female is undecided but 94 (40.52%) and 138(59.48%) of them hopes to remain in and change from teaching 
profession respectively. 

The percentage of male (72.13%) trainees that hope to leave the teaching profession is higher than 
that of their female counterpart (59.48%). This finding is in agreement with common sense belief that teaching 
profession is for the females. 

Question 4: What percentages of trainees who hope to change or remain in teaching profession are in the 
various disciplines? 

Table 4: Discipline of Trainees who Hopes Change From or Remain in Teaching 
 Desire (Number & Percentage) 
Discipline Remain Change Uncertain 
Voc. & Tech. 25(29.41%) 59(69.41%) 1(1.77%) 
Science 10(33.16%) 63(82.89%) 3(3.95%) 
Languages 18(8.95%) 75(78,95%) 2(2.11%) 
Arts & Soc. Sciences 84(52.83%) 73(45.91%) _2{2.11%)  ________
Total 137 270 8 

From the table above, 25(25(29.41%) of vocational and technical education majors, 10 
(13.16%) science specialists, 18(8.95%) languages students and 84(52.83%) arts and social sciences 

 
 

  



trainees only, hope to remain in teaching. For those who hope to change from teaching, 59(69.41%) are in 
vocational and technical education background, 63(82.89%) from science, 75(78.95%) from languages and 
73(45.91%) from arts and social sciences. It is only in arts and social sciences that the percentage (52.83%) of 
trainees that hope to remain is higher than those who want to leave (45.11%) teaching. For the other 
disciplines, the percentage of subjects who hope to leave far out numbers that of those who hope to remain in 
teaching. This no doubt explains why teaching staff are fewer than is required in those disciplines at every 
level of education. 

Question 5: Which profession do trainees who wish to leave teaching go into? Table 
5: Preferred Professions of Trainees who wish to Leave Teaching. 
s/ 
N 

Profession No           
Of Trainees 

Percentage 
(%) 

Rank 

1 Medical     (Medicine,     
Pharmacy, Nursing, Lab Tech) 

32 11.85 4th  

2 Legal (law) 44 16.30 2nd 
3 Financial    (Banking   

Accounting, Economics) 
50 18.52 1st 

4 Business  (Marketing,   
Purchasing & Supply) 

22 8.15 5'" 

5 Engineering     (Civil,     
Electrical, Mechanical, Petroleum) 

8 2.96 10th 

6 Clergy (Pastor/Imam) 2 0.74 15th 
7 Military (army, navy, air force) 16 5.93 7th  
8 Para   military   (Police, customs, 

immigrations,     prison     
warden, traffic warden) 

33 12.22 3rd  

9 Building (architect, survey) 8 2.96 10th 
10 Aeronautics      (plane      

building, piloting) 
3 1.11 13th 

11 Agriculture     (Crop  & animal 
farming) 

3 1.11 13th 

12 Sporting    (foot balling,    
athletics, coaching, referee) 

6 2.22 12th  

13 Journalism (Print, electronic) 13 4.81 8th  
14 Administration    (Politics,    

Public admin.) 
21 7.77 6Ih 

15 Others (Diplomacy, data analysis 
.meteorology, etc). 

9 3.33 9th  

 Total 270 99.98  
Table 5 above shows that 50(18.52%) of the trainees hopes to leave teaching for financial profession thereby, 
making it to be the first area of choice. The second, third and fourth disciplines of choice by the subjects are legal, 
para-military and medical respectively. Only few of the subjects wish to dump teaching for areas such as diplomacy, 
data analysis, meteorology, aeronautics, agriculture and clergy. 

Recommendation 
While efforts were not made to find out in this study the reasons most of the students would want to leave 

teaching for other professions, it can be safely conjectured that the traditional reason of poor condition of 
service and public poor perception of teaching profession are responsible. Something urgent needs to be 
done to change the status quo. These include: 

1. General improvement in teachers working condition. Some of the concrete and visible 
ways of doing this are; (a) Providing teachers with good and well furnished office 
accommodation; 
 

  



(b) Payment of teachers salaries and other fringe benefits as at when due; 
(c) Promoting  deserving teachers  at the  appropriate time  and  effecting 

payments  accruing there from to them without subjecting them to undue 
bureaucracy; 

(d) Providing teachers with sufficient and current instructional materials to work with; 
and 

(e) Sponsoring teacher to attend seminars, conferences and workshops relevant to their 
areas of specialization, at least twice annually 

 

2. Prepare a robust separate salary scale for teachers, such as it is the case of the medical 
profession. 

3. Professionalization of teaching and making legislation to back it up. When this is done, it 
will become an offence for any person who is not trained as teacher to be engaged in 
teaching. 

4. Teachers should not be indiscriminately sent on transfer except it becomes absolutely 
necessary. In that case, the cost of moving the affected teacher, his family, his personal 
effect and his settlement should be borne by the employers. 

Counselling Implication of the Findings 
The findings of this study have great implication for counselling: 

1. School counsellors may need to help teacher trainees who entered the profession by 
accident to adapt and adjust to the occupation. In this way, undue waste of materials and 
financial resources put into the training of teachers who will not practice the profession 
will be minimized. 
School counsellors should provide factual information to prospective teachers ori the 
requirements of the occupation. 
School counsellors should teach to students the non financial benefits of occupations. 
This will help them to make realistic choice of occupation. 
School counsellors should assist the students in carrying out analysis of themselves so 
that they will be able to know the job they are best suited for. 

5. School counsellors may help students to understand work trends, including labour supply 
and technological changes in modern days. This will help students study courses that will 
enable them to gain employment after completion of studies, and not just choosing 
disciplines because they have high sounding names. 

Conclusion 
The teacher of the colonial era and the years immediately after it was highly respected. His 

direct employer and the community then collectively paid for his services in cash and in kind where he 
serves. In those days, young men and women greatly desire to go to the college to train as teacher. But 
all those have changed now following neglect of the teaching profession which have made people to 
come up with the slogan that "teachers reward is in heaven". The concomitance of the neglect, is apathy 
and aversion for training as a teacher by the younger generation while the older general who has 
trained for it prefer to change to entirely different professions where there are better conditions of 
service. This paper therefore, offers some suggestions, which if seriously considered and implemented 
will make teaching profession, one that is desired by most people. 
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